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Recent advances in high-order harmonic generation have made it possible to use a tabletop-scale
setup to produce spatially and temporally coherent beams of light with bandwidth spanning 12 octaves,
from the ultraviolet up to x-ray photon energies >1.6 keV. Here we demonstrate the use of this light for
x-ray-absorption spectroscopy at the K- and L-absorption edges of solids at photon energies near 1 keV.
We also report x-ray-absorption spectroscopy in the water window spectral region (284–543 eV) using a
high flux high-order harmonic generation x-ray supercontinuum with 109 photons=s in 1% bandwidth,
3 orders of magnitude larger than has previously been possible using tabletop sources. Since this x-ray
radiation emerges as a single attosecond-to-femtosecond pulse with peak brightness exceeding
1026 photons=s=mrad2=mm2=1% bandwidth, these novel coherent x-ray sources are ideal for probing
the fastest molecular and materials processes on femtosecond-to-attosecond time scales and picometer
length scales.
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Coherent x-ray spectroscopies are powerful probes of
matter, bringing unique advantages that are complementary
to visible or infrared spectroscopies. Techniques such as
x-ray-absorption spectroscopy (XAS) can encode the
instantaneous charge and spin state in the x-ray-absorption
edge structure, giving additional information about the local
structure, chemical nature, and electronic structure, as well
as orbital and spin ordering phenomena. In particular, the
extreme ultraviolet (EUV) to soft x-ray photon energy range
from ∼40 eV to above 1 keV is particularly relevant for
probing bulk materials and interfaces. Examples include
oxide materials (through the oxygen K-shell edge at
0.54 keV) or magnetic and superconducting materials
(employing spectroscopies at the M and L edges). Angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy can capture the
dynamic electronic band structure, while XAS is sensitive
to the electronic, spin, and geometric structure of molecules
andmaterials. The near-edge x-ray-absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) originates from core level transitions to unoc-
cupied states, while the oscillatory structure in the broad-
band x-ray absorption, called extended x-ray-absorption
fine structure (EXAFS), results from modulations in the

absorption probability caused by photoelectron interfer-
ences, which can be used to unambiguously determine
the local atomic structure (within 10–20 Å) with picometer
resolution using sources with nanometer scale wavelength.
Essentially, these techniques provide a label-free, atomic-
site-specific spectroscopy technique, since different ele-
ments have different characteristic core absorption edges in
the soft x-ray region, and their exact positions depend on the
local charge environment. Moreover, soft x rays can pen-
etrate thick or opaque samples.
In comparison with x-ray crystallography, x-ray-

absorption fine structure (XAFS) employs significantly
lower x-ray photon energies, requires a broad or tunable
spectrum, probes local atomic distribution, and does not
need a crystalline sample. Indeed, XAFS is applicable to
various phases of matter (i.e., crystals, gases, low concen-
tration solutions, disordered solids, etc.), making it par-
ticularly well suited for probing dynamic processes that
generally result in some level of disorder. XAFS can thus
provide extensive chemical and structural information
about the types of atoms present, their coordination
numbers (number of neighboring atoms at particular
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distances), mean interatomic distances, and disorder (using
EXAFS), oxidation state, and coordination chemistry
(using NEXAFS).
Past implementations of XAFS used both laser plasma

emission and synchrotron radiation from large facilities
(synchrotrons, Omega, NIF) and also from smaller laser-
plasma-based facilities [1–4]. These incoherent soft x-ray
sources typically provide a peak brightness of less than
1026 photons=s=mrad2=mm2=1% bandwidth with time
resolution ∼1 ps [5].
More recently, high-order harmonic generation (HHG)

[6–12] sources have made it possible to implement coher-
ent x-ray spectroscopies using a tabletop-scale apparatus
[13–17]. These sources have unprecedented spatial and
temporal coherence and are capable of extending the XAFS
technique for measuring dynamics at attosecond-to-
femtosecond time scales as well as providing picometer
spatial resolution, with elemental and chemical specificity.
In the EUV region of the spectrum at photon energies
<100 eV, where bright HHG sources have been used for
more than a decade, a broad range of applications in nano-
and materials science have been demonstrated, including
the investigations of how nanoscale energy flow differs
from bulk [18,19], how fast a material can change its
electronic or magnetic state [20–22], how fast spin currents
control and enhance magnetization in materials [23,24],
and more recently, how the band structure of a material
influences photoemission [25]. In the latter case, recent
work directly observed the fastest excited-state dynamics to
date, measuring an excited-state lifetime of ∼212� 30 as,
for an electron excited ∼20 eV above the Fermi level into a
resonant transient state, as well as distinguishing atto-
second charge scattering and screening in a material [26].
Many of these advances already have made use of the
broadband nature of the HHG emission to access dynamics
at multiple atomic sites simultaneously—essentially acting
as a low-photon energy version of NEXAFS. These results
already emphasize that these new sources can uniquely
access new regimes for materials, and identify and control
quantum processes at the nanoscale.
EXAFS requires absorption data over a broad spectral

bandwidth >100 eV, which has only recently become
possible [7–12] via HHG sources. When midinfrared
(mid-IR) femtosecond lasers are used to drive HHG,
ultrabroad coherent supercontinua are produced, with
>1.3 keV tail-to-tail spectral width, spanning many char-
acteristic x-ray edges (Fig. 1). Furthermore, mid-IR laser-
driven HHG exhibits a time-gated phase matching that
allows for optimized up-conversion while naturally con-
fining the emission to a single isolated attosecond burst
[9,27], and resulting in true supercontinua. The first
pioneering works on EXAFS spectroscopy using tabletop
HHG sources used a photon flux of 104 photons=s at 1 keV
and 102 photons=s at 2 keV. Using these sources, static
XAFS spectra were acquired at various absorption edges,

and a dynamic edge shift with sub-ps resolution was
observed in the XAFS spectra [28,29]. However, the low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and long acquisition times in
such experiments lead to relatively large uncertainties. As a
result, in the past, the large SNR that is required for XAFS
measurements meant that large facilities were the only
sources suitable for this type of spectroscopy [30,31].
With the development of femtosecond laser sources in

the mid-IR, and their application to drive HHG in an
optimized, phase-matched configuration, static NEXAFS
at the sulfur and carbon edges were demonstrated [13],
at the sulfur edge (∼163 eV) employing a photon flux of
∼109 photons=s, and at the carbon (C) edge (∼282 eV)
with a flux of 107 photons=s in 1% bandwidth [14,15,36].
Here we use bright, tabletop, broadband HHG super-

continua for NEXAFS and EXAFS spectroscopies at theK-
and L-absorption edges to study the structure and chemistry

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) Three broadband soft x-ray supercontinua up to 0.36,
0.55, and 1.6 keV photon energies are generated using mid-IR
driving lasers at 1.5, 2.1, and 3.9 μm, respectively, in He gas.
(b) Peak brightness of coherent high-order harmonic x-ray sources
(solid lines) using UV, visible, and IR driving lasers (circles). X-ray
FELs (BESSY FEL, FLASH, LCLS, European XFEL, etc.) and
synchrotron sources (BESSY II, Petra, etc.) are in dashed lines
(BW-bandwidth) [32–35] (c) Left: Illustration showing the scatter-
ing paths of photoelectrons from the first (path 1) and second shell
(path 2), as well as secondary rescattering (path 3). Center:
Photoelectron scattering and interference of the electron-wave
packet for a 2D planar lattice. Right: XAFS sensitivity to the
polarization ε⃗ and final λ⃗f orbital direction.
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of solids. Specifically, we demonstrate the first XAFS
spectroscopy at the K- and L-absorption edges of solids
in the near-keV range using a high-order harmonic source.
We also demonstrate x-ray-absorption spectroscopy in the
water window spectral region (284–541 eV) using an x-ray
supercontinuum with high flux 109 photons=s in 1% band-
width, which is 3 orders of magnitude larger than fluxes
previously demonstrated [10,36]. In the future, because this
x-ray radiation emerges as a single isolated attosecond-to-
femtosecond burst, with peak brightness exceeding
1026 photons=s=mrad2=mm2=1% bandwidth, these novel
coherent x-ray sources will be ideal for dynamic probing of
the fastest processes in molecules and materials on femto-
second-to-attosecond time and picometer length scales.
Two different mid-IR laser systems were used in this

work. First, a 14 mJ, optical parametric chirped-pulse
amplifier (OPCPA) at a wavelength of 3.9 μm with
repetition rate of 20 Hz, and 80 fs pulse duration, producing
a HHG supercontinuum spanning the EUV and the soft
x-ray spectral region up to 1.6 keV (about 7.7 Å) with
∼2 × 106 photons=s in 1% bandwidth near ∼1 keV.
Further details of the OPCPA experimental beam line
can be found in Ref. [12,37]. Second, an optical parametric
amplifier (OPA) pumped by a 19.5 mJ, 20 fs, 1 kHz
repetition rate Ti:sapphire laser. To avoid any nonlinearity
from pulse propagation in air and to maintain excellent
beam quality, the 20 fs Ti:sapphire pulses are stretched in
the time domain to>150 fs FWHM and then recompressed
to 20 fs using chirped mirrors placed just before each
amplification stage of the OPA. This results in excellent
beam quality profiles and short few-cycle pulse durations
for the mid-IR light. We note that the driving lasers at 2.1
and 3.9 μm are derived from the idler beam of a parametric
process and are passively carrier-envelope phase stable.
The OPAwas used to produce a 2.75 mJ idler pulse with

duration as short as ∼26 fs or four optical cycles at 2.1 μm
and a signal pulse with 4.5 mJ and a ∼24 fs, five-cycle
pulse duration when centered at 1.5 μm. The driving pulses
were focused into a 1–5 cm long waveguide, with inner
diameter of 150–400 μm, and filled with ∼10–20 atm of
helium gas. The generated HHG supercontinuum extends
up to photon energies of 550 and 360 eV for the idler and
signal beams, respectively [Fig. 1(a)]. The high photon flux
of >109 photons=s in 1% bandwidth in the water window
spectral region is more than 1000 times larger than
previously demonstrated [10,36]. The estimated HHG
flux after the waveguide is summarized in Fig. 1(b).
These bright ultrabroadband HHG pulses with laserlike
properties allow us to obtain high-quality EXAFS data,
from which picometer-resolution structural information is
extracted by accumulating only a small number of laser
shots. Moreover, our data show excellent agreement with
theory. In our experimental apparatus, the HHG generation
setup is followed by an x-ray spectrometer with a spectral
resolution of λ=Δλ > 1000 (EUV to soft x-ray region),

followed by thin metal filters to separate the fundamental
from the HHG supercontinuum and the samples. The
spectral data are then captured on an x-ray charged coupled
device (CCD) camera. By inserting and removing the
samples, the spectrally resolved absorptivity can be deter-
mined with high accuracy and analyzed with the software
programs ATHENA and ARTEMIS [38]. The spectrometer
wavelength scale is calibrated using multiple characteristic
absorption features and edges of thin film filters.
EXAFS is a universal response of matter interacting with

x-ray light near an absorption edge. This quantum phe-
nomenon can be understood in a simple three-step model,
where an incident x-ray photon is absorbed by an atom,
which leads to the ejection of a photoelectron from a core
shell. Then the photoelectron is scattered from neighboring
nonexcited atoms, and the quantum interferences of the
outgoing and incoming scattered electron waves lead to an
energy-dependent variation of the x-ray-absorption prob-
ability [Fig. 1(c)]. In addition, these modulations are
enriched by secondary and higher-order rescatterings that
are also imprinted in the absorption or fluorescence spectra.
For long EUV–x-ray pulses, the maximum distance that

can be probed through XAFS is limited by the mean free
path of the electron (10–20 Å). For shorter HHG pulses
(<10 as) this distance could be expected to be reduced as
electron scattering events are time delayed.
Figure 2(b) shows the experimentally extracted EXAFS

function at the L-absorption edges (∼700 eV) of a mono-
atomic body-centered-cubic (bcc) Fe thin foil at room
temperature, both in k space and in real space.
These data were taken using a HHG supercontinuum

source spanning from EUV to 1.6 keV, and the data are
analyzed using the ATHENA and ARTEMIS software [38]. A
straightforward method for obtaining spatial distributions
correlated to the interatomic distances is to take a Fourier
transform of the k-scaled EXAFS function [Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c)]. Fitting the first peak of spatial data to theory,
we extract a nearest first shell distance of 2.48� 0.03 Å
(eightfold degenerate) and second shell distance of 2.87�
0.03 Å (sixfold degenerate), the latter value also being the
lattice constant for a bcc crystal structure. Independent
x-ray diffraction measurements affirm a bcc structure with a
lattice constant of 286.68� 0.03 pm for this sample. Peaks
from multiple rescattering paths can be difficult to distin-
guish in general, and we use continuous Cauchy wavelet
transform to decompose the EXAFS amplitude terms in real
and reciprocal space [Fig. 2(a)] [39]. Such a 2D plot can
provide information for the k and R range of each nearest
neighbor shell contribution and discriminate the shell
distances for complex systems [Fig. 2(c)].
The HHG supercontinuum driven by λ ¼ 2.1 μm pulses

does not extend to as high photon energies compared to the
4 μm laser; however, they are well suited for soft x-ray
spectroscopy of importance for chemical and biological
studies (water window region), as well as for investigation
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of phase transitions in inorganic materials such as VO2, of
interest for fast optical modulators and data storage devices.
Here, extracting structural information from the EXAFS
data leads to larger uncertainties since the k range, over
which the data are recorded, is limited to below 5–6 Å−1.
Nevertheless, these spectra are well suited for NEXAFS
spectroscopies without the need of wavelength scanning.
Figure 3 shows the absorption coefficient and the R- and
k-space EXAFS function distributions for a monoatomic Sc
thin foil at theL-absorption edge (∼398 eV). Our data are in
excellent agreement with the CXRO database [40]. Fitting
the spatial distribution data [Fig. 3(c)], we obtain a nearest
first shell distance of 3.25� 0.05 Å (sixfold degenerate)
and the second shell distance of 3.30� 0.05 Å (sixfold
degenerate), in good agreement with the expected inter-
atomic length.
Coherent x-ray spectroscopies have an important addi-

tional advantage of being able to uncover the excited-state
dynamics with elemental specificity, i.e., oxidation state,
magnetic state, or charge localization to specific elements,
giving information about the electronic structures (i.e.,
valence, bands, and charge), as well as orbital and spin
ordering phenomena. The spectral features near an

absorption edge are dictated by the atomic orbital overlap
and the valence of the atoms. Modulations in the absorption
spectra within 50 eV of an edge are labeled as near-edge
x-ray-absorption fine structure. This x-ray bandwidth
requirement is readily achieved by mid-IR-driven HHG
supercontinua, and the optimal driving laser wavelength can
be chosen for a phase-matched HHG cutoff energy moder-
ately higher than the absorption edge energy [10,12,41]. For
experiments near the chemically relevant carbon K edge at
284.2 eV, this prescribes a driving laser wavelength of
λ ∼ 1.3–1.6 μm.Tuning the signal beam from amid-IROPA
to 1.5 μm, the HHG x-ray supercontinuum is centered near
∼300 eV, with a bandwidth of>180 eV. Figure 4 compares
the near-edge absorption structures of mylar and parylene at
the carbon K-absorption edge. These data show that we can
resolve energy shifts as small as 0.2 eV in the 1s-π∗ and
1s-σ� absorption peaks, due to the sensitivity to the different
molecular functional groups. The resolution in these mea-
surements is close to 0.2 eVor λ=Δλ ∼ 1400. Each spectrum
was recorded for 0.05 s (50 laser shots), averaged over 30
exposures; in principle, these XAFS could be obtained in a
single-shot mode. We identify transitions from 1s (K shell)
to the antibonding π∗ orbital (1s to π∗) of unsaturated C═C
bonds of the aromatic ring near 285 eV [42]. The large peak
at 285 eV shows predominantly unsaturated C bonds (i.e.,
sp2 hybridization). The peak around ∼289 eV is generally
considered to be a mixed state of 1s to the antibonding σ�
orbital and 1s-3p (Rydberg-like) orbitals of the aromatic
ring structure [Fig. 4(b)] [42].

(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 3. Experimental XAFS spectroscopy near the Sc L edge,
using a 2 μm-driven HHG supercontinuum up to 550 eV. (a) The
normalized absorption coefficient of Sc near the L-absorption
edge at 398 eV. (b) k2-scaled EXAFS function in k space
extending to >5Å−1. (c) Experimental R-space EXAFS function
(blue), not corrected for δ phase shifts, and fitted (red) to theory.
The real-space EXAFS function exhibits a broad peak. Inset
shows a Sc hcp unit cell.

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 2. Experimental XAFS spectroscopy of a Fe thin film
using 4 μm-driven HHG supercontinuum up to 1.6 keV. (a) Con-
tinuous Cauchy wavelet transform analysis (modulus) near the Fe
L edge (0.7 keV), (b) k2-scaled EXAFS function in k space
extending to 12 Å−1. (c) Experimental real-space EXAFS func-
tion (blue), uncorrected for δ phase shifts, with first peak fitted
(red) to theory. Inset shows a Fe bcc unit cell.
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NEXAFS taken with polarized x-ray light is also
sensitive to molecular orientation. For the 1s spherically
symmetric initial state and polarized final state, the tran-
sition intensity is proportional to the cos2ðϑε⃗;λ⃗fÞ, where ϑε⃗;λ⃗f
is the angle between the polarization of the electric field (ε⃗)
and the direction (λ⃗f) of the final orbital [Fig. 1(c)], and is

maximized when the polarization is parallel to λ⃗f. In our
experiment, ε⃗ lies in the plane of the sample.
In summary, using coherent high-order harmonic broad-

band x-ray supercontinua generated by mid-IR lasers, we
demonstrate first extended-edge absorption spectroscopy
(coherent EXAFS) at the K and L edges of elements at
near-keV photon energies using a tabletop-scale apparatus.
We also demonstrate near-edge soft x-ray-absorption spec-
troscopy in the water window spectral region (coherent
NEXAFS).
Finally, the unique temporal coherence of the HHG

source—since the HHG emission in these spectral regions
is in the form of a single subfemtosecond chirped burst—
opens the path for capturing coupled charge, spin, and
structural dynamics with femtosecond-to-attosecond time
resolution and picometer spatial resolution.With some prior
knowledge, these techniques can provide extensive spatio-
temporal and chemical imaging information (4þ 1)D of the
local atomic structure of materials, including (1) the types
of atoms that are present, coordination numbers (number
of neighboring atoms at particular distances), interatomic

distances, as well as disorder (using EXAFS), and (2) the
oxidation state and coordination chemistry (i.e., symmetries,
isomerism, etc.) (using NEXAFS) [35]. For more informa-
tion see the Supplemental Material [43].
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